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All businesses BIG or small need a strategic partner 
that can help them ascend to

"That NEXT Level"
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Digital Marketing & 
Branding

IT Solutions

AI & Data Solutions

Custom Business 
Solutions

Offering true - cost effective, 
end-to-end Digital marketing services 
from SEO, SEM, SMM, Creative Content 
Creation (graphic posts, digital video 
Ad, etc.), running Ad Campaigns... to 
formulating your global marketing 
strategy. 

We provide the power to your punch!

We plan - visualize - design - develop 
- and deploy dynamically scalable 
solutions that solve real world 
problems. We believe in a technology 
driven future… join us and explore 
the possibilities that it offers!

Take data driven decisions that are 
critical to boost your business and 
with the advantage of Automation 
and AI, reach unexplored heights of 
success.

To know how we add value and 
support businesses across multiple 
domains

From managing and supporting 
customer accounts, hiring, staffing 
and running payrolls, analyzing data, 
processing orders, to handling entire 
backend operations, we support your 
business processes with commitment 
to quality and a sense of ownership 
that is just rare!

Services

AscentONN is an end-to-end service provider for business entities and startups 
looking for professionally managed Business Processes and Projects, AI and 
Data Solutions, Custom IT Solutions, Digital Marketing Consulting and Brand 
Promotion Solutions
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Be a world apart from your competition and make every statement in style. Grab 
the market by the horns and reign it through content and strategies that are - 
“INSANELY DISRUPTIVE!”

1. 2.Digital Marketing 
Services (SEO, SEM, SMM)

Website Design and 
Development

Take your business to that next level 
of online marketing and enjoy the 
benefits of a wider product and 
service exposure. Increase your web 
traffic, conversion rates, and ranking 
with Google Ad tools and Analytics, 
Use SEO Content and Search Engine 
Marketing for organic growth. 
Leverage the power of Social Media 
Marketing. See how strategically 
placed banner Ads and timed social 
media posts build your business . All 
handled by an expert in-house team 
of professional digital marketing 
service providers

Nothing showcases your business 
better than a finely built website. 
Get Static Website Design and 
Development Services, Dynamic 
Website Design and Development 
Services, Application Website 
Development Services, E-Commerce 
Website design and development 
along with Portfolio and Brochure 
Website design and development 
services. All under one roof with an 
experienced team that reports and 
coordinates directly with you along 
with graphic designers and content 
writers.

Services We offer
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3. 4.Graphical Design 
Solutions

Content Writing Services

Get stunning and original Digital 
Graphic Art solutions that will make 
you go WOW!.

From digital brochures, posters, 
corporate logos, to theme-based 
templates for corporate events.  digital 
templates, large graphic Banners, 
custom corporate event Cards, 
Portfolio Brochures designed by a 
team of super creative and passionate 
graphical designers, artists, animators 
and stand apart in the crowd with a 
bang! 

Content is KING! and coming across 
search Engine Optimized content 
that is original, well written, and 
backed by proper research is as rare 
as it gets. Invest in our professional 
Content Writing Services and reap 
the benefits of Organic Business 
Growth. Oh! Did we mention that we 
write creative materials too… from 
quirky to content rich in pop culture 
for startups and professional content 
that is curated as per the business 
function. Transparently priced and 
top-notch content for all seasons only 
@ 9ELEMENTS!
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5. 6.Political Promotions Video Ad Creation 
Services

Election campaign strategy services 
for a new and evolved India. Campaign 
strategy that not only supports 
you with planning each step of the 
election campaign but also includes 
connecting with voters 24/7 through 
digital media, visual communication 
platforms, social media, internet and 
direct connect through voice calls and a 
lot-lot more. We support all your media 
and press related requirements with 
both creative and promotional content 
throughout the campaign period. You 
get a dedicated team that doles out on 
demand content, which can make and 
break the election result. 

Pictures may speak a thousand words 
but a small well-made Video Ad with 
the right content can resonate with 
millions. Imagine the possibilities that 
a small video Ad for both conventional 
platforms or digital media like 
YouTube, twitter and Instagram could 
achieve for your business. We create 
content that creates business. Come 
explore what we could do for you. 
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Artificial Intelligence and Data Driven critical business decisions to give your 
business that cutting edge advantage over your competitors. DASHBOARDS, 
ANALYTICS, AUTOMATION and much more...!

1. 2.Powerful Dashboards AI Chatbots

Crunch large data to actionable 
insights and drive business critical 
decisions, From Power BI, Tableau, 
QlickSense, Alteryx and many other 
Data churning and dashboard tools 
that can hugely impact how you do 
business.

Why deal with unnecessary chatter. 
Use powerful custom  AI based 
Chatbot that actually works like a 
real person. Let the first response 
to a potential client be as warm and 
cordial as humanly possible.

Services We Offer
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3. 4.Email Automations Web Scraping

Send automated responses to general 
customer queries, RFI and RFQ and 
much more.  

Looking for specific information but 
don’t have time to read through 
entire internet, Let AI do it for you, 
Get exposed to only valuable insights 
driven by AI led Web Scraping

12
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5. 6.Machine learning Data Forecasting

Humans take care of humans and let 
Machine take care for the rest. ML based 
tools and application that makes your 
day-to-day operations easier.

Failing to see patterns in your data? 
Need more insights to what the future 
holds.

Let our data scientists evaluate it all 
and summarize for you.
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The IT technology landscape is evolving at an unprecedented rate and to keep 
ahead, We create solutions by bringing in Design Thinking and Human Experience 
Centric solutions. Scalable Solutions for a better future.

1. 2.Mobile Applications Web Applications

 Mobile Application development 
services for your niche business. 
Designed and developed with Agile 
practices and functionality as the 
core drivers. Keep it CUSTOM and 
UNIQUE, just like your business. 
From e-commerce mobile apps, 
LMS systems, productivity and 
employee management tools, mobile 
HRM systems, ERP and Internal 
Communication Platforms, to complex 
business specific applications. We 
have it all. Dreams transformed to 
reality… 

 Get CLOUD based and Database 
driven scalable web application 
designed and developed - that 
simplifies and adds enormous value 
to your business processes. Derive 
maximum benefit from remote 
operations through such applications 
and watch magic materialize. With 
enormous scope of flexibility and 
integration into other architectures… 
The possibilities are truly endless! 

Services We Offer
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3. 4.Custom CRM Software 
and Tools

ERP Software and Tools

 Have a custom process that requires 
a simple UI and easily deployable 
lite CRM functions, Welcome to our 
custom CRM software development 
services where we cater and develop 
scalable CRM tools that just make 
sense and integrate into your system 
with advanced API solutions. 

 ERP Software and Solutions 
development services that gives 
your business the edge it’s longing 
for. Get a custom-built ERP software 
service for your niche business and 
manage your company from your 
fingertips on the go. Web and CLOUD 
based infrastructure that gives 
you and relevant stakeholders full 
or filtered access to resources and 
their allotment. With inbuilt tools to 
manage data, documents, insights 
and planning - and much more… 
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5. 6.HRMS and HRIS Software PMO Tools

 Tired of paying hefty subscriptions 
to big HRMS software companies and 
wish to have something custom built 
for your business yet want to keep 
it scalable for additional features for 
the future. Well,  AscentONN provides 
custom CLOUD and Web based simple 
application that focus on features 
that are essential for our HR Activities. 
From modules like ATS, Employee 
Data, Leave Management, Onboarding 
Tools, Companywide Communication 
platforms, PMS and Payroll Modules. 
You name it - we build it. Just for you! 

 From simple integrated whiteboard 
and agile scrum tools to a 
checklist-based project progression 
tool. Custom and scalable Project 
management, Project control and 
Task assignment tools that are lite and 
custom made just for your processes. 
Such a tool could not only simplify 
the processes but add to the overall 
productivity at your firm. 
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Our custom business solutions add business value by simplifying process 
management, and maximizing efficiency, by deploying a professional and skilled 
team, enabled with state-of-the-art infrastructure that empowers your business 
to explore new possibilities, and focus on other core businesses.

1. 2.Project Management 
Consulting Services

Technical and Non 
Technical Processes

 Experience ease of delivery and 
business growth through our 
AGILE, LEAN and SIX SIGMA driven 
project management services. Let 
professionals and domain experts 
manage, train and lead - skilled 
and job process specific teams that 
report directly to you on productivity 
and performance through our PMO 
Service offerings. From IT to Non IT 
and much  more. The possibilities are 
endless… 

 Supporting your backend technical 
and non-technical business processes 
is what we specialize in. From 
managing our supply chain, logistics, 
and pay 2 procurement processes, 
booking and ticketing issues, data 
administration, to supporting after 
sales support for products and 
services and so much more. Our 
services can be customized towards 
engineering and manufacturing, 
FMCG, healthcare, retail and 
hospitality industries. We add value 
by not just being affordable but 
accommodative towards changing 
business scenarios and process 
delivery requirements.  

Services We Offer
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3. 4.Order Processing, and 
Order Management 
Services

Customer and Seller 
Support Services

 Drive end-to-end order transitions 
- from processing incoming order 
to delivery and all that’s in the 
middle, like - creation of incoming 
purchase orders, order processing 
and validation, pricing and quote 
generations, handling RFI and RFQ, 
Billing, Accounts Management 
Services, Shipping and Logistics 
management, SKU setup and much 
more. We have you covered. 

A booming e-commerce business 
needs a solid backend support team 
that takes care of all the customer and 
seller interactions and requirements. 
From managing the end-to-end flow 
of services, to after sales support, 
managing buyer and seller accounts, 
bringing vendors onboard, ensuring 
raised tickets addressals and 
establishing a successful relationship 
with both the Customer and Seller.

That’s the success mantra for all 
e-commerce businesses. Economic, 
Efficient and Client Centric- Customer 
and Seller Support Services only at 
AscentONN...

20
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5. 6.Global IT and Non IT- RPO 
and HR Services

Voice and Non-Voice BPO 
Services

 Need a team that can deliver 
end-to-end sourcing-screening-
hiring-payroll-and placement services- 
AscentONN is your strategic, go-to 
partner that is transparent, accountable 
and invested in your success. With 
access to multiple domestic and 
international job portals and partner 
companies/teams that have long 
dominated the RPO industry, we 
understand recruitment and skill 
standards for a variety of industries 
and submit deployment ready profiles, 
which quickly translates into added 
value for your business. Come explore 
recruitment and staffing possibilities 
with AscentONN! 

 Imagine a highly skilled team 
that COPC(CX) trained and also on 
behavioral aptitude, critical thinking, 
negotiation skills, escalation handling 
and communication skills - managed 
by process experts and enabled with 
a state-of-the art infrastructure to 
match. They handle your end-to-end 
BPO processes which are super 
customizable and tailored to your 
business needs. This is not just BPO… 
it is BPO2.0 for future businesses with 
a HUMAN TOUCH! 
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Political
insights

B. SHARATH BABAU
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Lane no 4, road no 1, p&t colony,
Boduppal, Hyderabad 500039

kanyakaweddingprops@gmail.com

+91 9849682008
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Passionate - Professional - Invested

Transparent Business Relationship 
 Customer Centric 

Scalable and Diverse Profile

Innovative Approach 

Quality is Paramount 

Kaizen - Continuous Improvement

Encourage Ownership 

Promote Learning 

Support New Ideas

Business
Philosophy

Process
Philosophy

People
Philosophy

AscentONN was conceived through the vision of founders Mr. Venu Gopal Reddy and 
Dwaipayan Sarkar - Professionals in respective fields with a collective leadership experience of 
over 25 Years. 

The plan was simple - A client centric company that provides Technology, Human & IT enabled 
Services and Solutions to businesses across the globe that are affordable, highly efficient, 
impactful and professionally delivered. The effort was towards bringing together an elite 
group of highly skilled professionals and leaders who could coordinate, innovate and deliver 
complex projects and programs swiftly and efficiently. 

Gradually AscentONN has taken shape and form with teams and leaders with exceptional 
professional experience, hailing from a variety of cultural backgrounds and having worked 
for industries such as ITeS, BPO, Digital Marketing, Media, Healthcare, Engineering & 
Manufacturing, Banking, Software Development, Web Development, Recruitment and 
Hospitality…etc.

This exuberant assortment of dynamic experiences, skills, and industry exposure gives  
AscentONN an unmatched edge over its competitors. Based out of Hyderabad - the IT hub 
from the state of Telangana, India, we cater to clients from all over the world.

AscentOnn’s uniqueness lies in its ability to be super flexible with business goals and project 
scopes that are directed by the evolving client requirements. 

The Founders and the core team have previously invested and worked on other sisters firms 
such as 9ELEMENTS TECH and PeopletechSoft, both based in Hyderabad, India.
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Let us tailor a service package that meets your needs. Tell us a 
little about your business, and we will get back to you with some 

ideas as soon as possible.

Contact Us:
business@ascentonn.com 

+91 93472 77452 
www. ascentonn.com


